
Tricia is an inspirational and trusted global business leader and

executive coach known for her expertise in leadership and

culture.  With over 20 years in operations, strategic planning

and organizational effectiveness, she is a strong “thinking

partner” for CEOs and senior executives helping them solve

complex business problems and achieve the strategic growth

they want and need for their organizations.

 

Her unique corporate background gives her a clear

understanding of the personal and professional challenges that

senior business leaders face today and brings real-life

expertise to individuals, teams and organizations so they can

maximize their leadership skills to accelerate performance.

 

Sought after for her expansive knowledge on leadership,

workplace culture and diversity, Tricia has been specifically

requested by various media outlets. She has become a top pick

for journalists when in need of expert insight to some of today’s

workplace and leadership issues.
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Executive Leadership Coaching: The “secret weapon” in influencing performance and building leadership

capability for the future. Personal coaching engagements are structured to increase the performance of an

individual, team and company.

Leadership Development Workshops: Custom designed workshops to help leaders face unprecedented

change and inspire the hearts and minds of the teams they lead. More detail available on her website:

triciamanning.com

Dynamic Speaking Engagements: Leveraging the rich content in her book, Lead with Heart & Leave a

Legacy, speech topics were developed to inspire leaders around the world to lean into their biggest asset,

their heart, and engage those they lead in creating more meaningful opportunities for them to do their best

work and the company to get the best results.

Tricia is a certified Executive Coach and trusted advisor to C-suite executives and senior leadership teams. In all of

her engagements, Tricia plays the role of coach, accountability partner, advisor, and consultant. Drawing on her

experiences, skills, and heart, she helps her clients elevate their leadership and develop new possibilities in how they

show up, how they engage and how they lead every day.

Tricia founded White Cap Coaching, a consulting practice specializing in accelerating company and individual

performance through:

D A V I D  S . ,  C O M P A N Y  P R E S I D E N T

It would be an understatement to say that Tricia changed both my personal and

professional life. She helped me reevaluate my definition of success and redefine my

goals. As a result, I'm a much more effective executive... and a happier person."

LEADERSHIP & CULTURE EXPERT
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Author of the book Lead with Heart and Leave a Legacy, she has engaged

leaders everywhere to learn how to lead with compassion and authenticity.  She

helps unpack core messages from the book with audiences eager to understand

their management style and apply new perspectives in their relationships

with employees and peers. This book is written in a deceptively simple way for

leaders to embrace and apply!

TRICIA'S BOOK

I N G R I D  L I N D B E R G ,  C E O  O F  C H I E F  C U S T O M E R  &  

C O - F O U N D E R  O F  A U B R E Y A S K S

"Tricia Manning’s “Lead with Heart & Leave a Legacy” heralds the change

that is fast approaching corporate cultures. We are long past the time when

results are what define a successful leader. Results + Presence + ♡ are now

required. Manning gives you a deeply personal view into her journey, leaving

the reader with powerful insights and practical advice on how you, too, can

find your way to leading with heart."

BUY 
BOOK

https://www.amazon.com/Trica-Manning/e/B07Z45L5S2


SPEECH TOPICS

Leaders to see themselves as change agents and make commitments around their actions, mindset and

relationships that redefine their identity, beliefs and ultimately the leadership they exemplify in their new world

Take career development into their hands and get re-inspired in their work regardless of where they are in their

career

Sell hope and define a “new normal”, inspiring their organization to thrive through times of significant change

REDEFINING SUCCESS: THE FIRST STEPS TOWARDS CHANGE

Success comes effortlessly to those who have already achieved it.  But what if you want to be successful on a new

path?  For leaders who have stepped into a new role, new company or new career path altogether, OR for those

companies who are transforming for the future, it is important to redefine what success looks like for yourself and sell

hope of the future to others. This journey will require: 

Understand why lifelong learning has never been so important as the world embraces technology and the power

of connection

Define what it means to be a successful learner and provoke you to make commitments to a growth mindset,

personally and professionally 

Introduce you to small strategies that will change your mindset and help you re-crank the engine of learning

CONTINUOUS LEARNER: ARE YOU LEARNING AS FAST AS THE WORLD IS CHANGING?

Companies are striving for a competitive advantage. The speed of change in every industry is intense, the influence

of technology requires that employees keep up in their skills, knowledge and abilities and problem solve with

innovative, cutting-edge ideas.  This environment distracts leaders from being their best selves …from being curious,

from being innovative, from being learners.  When the pressure to succeed is swallowing you up, this is exactly when

a mindset of learning and curiosity is so impactful.  In this provocative session, you will understand what it means to

make an investment in learning and: 

Understand the value in showing care & concern for your team and how it can be a differentiator to the

performance of your organization 

Be introduced to the behaviors exhibited by those leaders who intentionally engage the hearts & minds of their

people vs. those who just get by 

Recognize the countless opportunities that exist every day to create new possibilities and potential in your

organization 

Gain the courage to engage others authentically, build their trust and leverage their strengths to make a more

powerful whole 

Get access to a Heart Leader Assessment® to determine your personal heart leader score and how you can

further develop yourself as leader with heart

INTENTIONAL LEADERSHIP: HOW TO LEAD WITH HEART 

66% of the workforce today are not engaged or are actively disengaged. Gone are the days when results are what

define a successful leader.  Results are table stakes and in this complex, urgent, “always on” world, it will be those

leaders who connect with the hearts and minds of their people and rally them toward a common vision for the future

that will be successful.  Successful leaders do a few things really well: Show up with intention, Engage others with

intention and Have heart. Passive leadership doesn’t cut it! In this interactive session, you will gain awareness as to

where you are in your journey as we unlock the keys to becoming an intentional heart leader and: 
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